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I received many messages and mails asking me if I could teach how to make a doll. 

For now I have made this free tutorial, but in the future I can organize little online 

classes (private or small groups) where we can work in more details. Please feel free 

to contact me for further information on these lessons. 

For now I have made this photo instruction on how to make your own fairy doll. 

 

Materials you will need: 

When making dolls I always recommend working with cotton. It is strong and doesn’t 

stretch. This, not stretching is the most important when making dolls. You want them 

to be firm and always look the same. You also want them hypoallergenic, easily 

washed and maintained and durable. 

For my doll I used double knit 100% cotton (local brand), but compared to other 

yarns I could find locally, it is very similar Patons DK 100% cotton yarn.  

2 mm crochet hook (14-UK/B/1-US).  

Many of you asked me why I work with such small hook on yarn that requires hook 

No.3 or even 4. I think the best answer you would come up yourself if you make two 

crochet balls, little ones, same size. For one use 2 mm crochet hook and second one 

make with same yarn, but using hook No.3. Stuff them very firm (and I mean very, 

very firm).  After done, place them side to side and observe. Ball made with 2 mm 

crochet hook is firm and nice formed, while the second one, crocheted with 3 mm 

hook if stuffed well is firm as well, but the stitches stretch, what makes ball use the 

shape. Look at the photo: 
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I didn’t choose the right color to show you, but I think you can see the difference 

(and not only by size) when it comes to stitches and what happens when stuffing is 

added. They stretch creating holes you can see right through. That is not nice when 

happens, specially on dolls face. 

Here are the yarns, stuffing and hook I used for this tutorial.  

 

 
 

Other than this, you will need darning needle for sewing the pieces together. 

Stuffing on the photo was just for photo purposes, much more of stuffing was added 

to this little doll. Finished dolls size, if done with suggested yarn and hook will end 

14cm (6 inches) high. 
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Think we can start with tutorial. The way I thought on making it, was to add the 

pattern and by each part I that might be difficult for beginner to understand, I 

added a photo. This way, while you work on your doll, you can check the photo to see 

if you are doing it right, as ell as to compare your and mine piece if same. 

Each piece start with the magic ring. You can use single wrap or double when starting 

first round. When making this doll each round I started with double wrapping yarn 

around my finger, before starting the first round, what gave me more tight and 

closed first round. Check both ways with your yarn and decide which one you like 

better (there is no right or wrong way). 

Work is done in continuous rounds. You might take safety pin or scrap yarn to mark 

first stitch of each round for easier pattern follow. 

 

 
 

Head

R1 Sc6 in magic ring 

R2 Inc6 (12 sts) 

R3 *Inc1, sc1* x6 (18 sts)  

R4 *inc1, sc2* x6 (24 sts) 

R5 *inc1, sc3* x6 (30 sts) 

R6 *inc1, sc4* x6 (36 sts) 

R7 *inc1, sc5* x6 (42 sts) 

R8-R12  sc42  

R13 inc12, sc30 (54 sts) 

R14-R16 sc54 

R17 *dec1, sc7* x6 (48 sts) 

R18 sc48  

R19 *dec1, sc4* x8 (40 sts)  

R20 *dec1, sc2* x10 (30 sts) 

R21 *dec1, sc1* x10 (20 sts) 

R22 dec8, sc4 (12 sts) 
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This is how your head will look at this point. It is time to stuff it nice and firm 

 

 
 

Add some stuffing with your fingers, as much as you can using just fingers. 

 

 
 

Head is softly stuffed this way, and it is not enough for nice face finish later. Grab 

some more stuffing, prepare something you will use to push the stuffing in and 

continue. What you want to reach is firmly stuffed head. All gaps and empty points 

and edges need to be stuffed well. 
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Now that we have stuffed the head nice and firm we can crochet last round. 

R22 *sc2, dec4* x2 (12 sts) 

Tie off. The head is finished. Leave it aside for later. (on the photo below you can 

see how I stretched the stitches even when worked with hook No.2. Imagine what 

would have happen if the hook was bigger. That is because lots of stuffing is added 

inside. Head is very firm.) 
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Ears (make 2) 

 

R1 sc5 in magic ring 

Ch4 on 5th stitch made sl st1, sc1, hdc1 (to chain made) 

R2 sc4, sl st1 

Tie off leaving long end for sewing. 

 
Legs & body 

 

We will be making legs first, then joining them together and continuing with the body 

part that will at the same time make base for the dress. 

Leg1: 

R1: 6 Sc in magic ring (6) 

R2: 2 sc in each st around (12) 

R3:  *2sc in one st, sc1* x6 (18) 

If you wish to make flat shoes, with more of leg color showing, change color to skin 

color yarn you will use and continue from here. If you prefer making closed shoes, as 

ones we used on BB dolls, continue with shoe yarn color for the next three rows. 

R4: 18 sc change to flesh color of your choice 
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R5: dec6, sc6 (12) 

R6: dec3, sc6 (9) 

Stuff the bottom of the leg. I like to make a knot at place where I have changed the 

color. If you like this idea, make a knot before stuffing and hide ends inside the 

bottom of the leg. 

 

 
 

R7-R16: 9 sc 

Tie off  and stuff the leg. 
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Repeat from R1-R16 for the next leg as well! 

 

Bring both legs together. Safety pin them so they stay close and firm. 

 

 
 

Change color to one you will use for the dress and continue making the body.  
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Continue making single crochet stitches all around, 9sc each leg. Both of photos 

below are showing you the steps. First leg done, 9sc finished, and continued on the 

first free stitch of the second (unstitched leg). Second picture shows reaching the 

end, and making all 18 sc in this round. 

 

 
 

R17: ch1, sc to the second last stitch on the next leg, sc8,continue on next leg, sc8 

and sl st last to first chain made. (18) 

Continue with 18sc each round following the pattern 

R18-R21 
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R22-23 sc18 BLO (back loops only) 

R24-R25: sc18  

R26: *dec1, sc1* x6 (12) 

R27 sc12 blo (back loops only) 

Change color to skin color you use for the doll to make final two rows. 

 
R28-R29: 12 sc 

Tie off leaving long end for sewing the body to the head. 

Stuff the body. At this point you don’t have to stuff firmly. Stuff well the bottom 

part of the body, specially where legs are connected. For the rest, add stuffing so it 

feels nice and comfortable to handle in the hands. We still have dress to finish (and 

if we stuff it to much will be difficult to crochet around later). 
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If necessary, sew the bottom of the body, where legs were connected. Sometimes, if 

the stitches are too loose, little gap can show when stuffing is added. Simply tread 

the needle and sew it with same color yarn used to connect legs. Hide ends inside the 

body and stuffing when done. 

 

Dress 

 

Flip the doll’s body upside down. With same color yarn you used to make the body, 

starting at R22  

Slip stitch to one of the front loops on R22, ch1  

R1 inc18 (38 sts) 
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R2-R6 sc36  

 
 

Instead of tying off  and making edging later, I decided to make it continuing the 

work now. For that reason, change the color for your edging at the last sc on the 

round 6. 

I decided for one nice and simple edging. 

*skip one st,  4sc in the next, skip one st, sl st next*  this is the pattern to follow 

around. 

Your work will look like this: 
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On R23 (we left with front loops as well) make a dress “decoration”, or belt or 

something similar. 

And again flip the doll upside down. This time I decided to make a belt with middle 

front stitch free, long yarns to add some beads and tie in front.  I tried to leave 

middle stitch free but somehow counted it wrong and it ended little off centered ! 

(it happens) 

Pattern used to decorate this belt area was: *ch3, skip1, sl st next*  

Leave long ends on beginning and end stitch. You can add beads or flowers on the 

ends…  

I wanted to add beads, but later realized I didn’t have any with bigger holes (just 

seed beads which were very small for this yarn). Then I found hair decoration that 

was filled with little bell flowers and bead made buds. I used few to make a nice 

corsage I tied in front of fairy’s dress (and later added some on here head as well. 

Did try to place them on shoes but were simply too big for little fairy’s feet). I am 

sure you have some old beads or jewelry pieces you can use as decoration on your 

fairy. Feel free, use your imagination and decorate your little doll nicely. 

 

 
 

Arms 

 

R1 sc6 in magic ring 

R2-R8 sc6 
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Change color to one you are using for dress decoration. 

R9-R10 sc6 

Tie off leaving long end for sewing the arms to the body. 

 

Nothing much to add for arms. They are simple to make, 6sc in round and 10 times 

like this ! 

 
 

Now we have all pieces of our fairy done and ready to sew together.  

Here is how she looks so far. I placed all the pieces close, and pinned some to show 

you the progress. 
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Before sewing the head and body together, I would like to add nose and mouth. No 

needle sculpting (and if you would like to do that, look for my easy needle sculpting 

head tutorial). For now we are making simple sewing of the nose and lips. 

 

Thread the needle (cotton darner used here) with the same yarn used for crocheting 

the head. You can pin the middle of the nose for easier sewing. I like to make small 

nose, wrapping yarn over 2 horizontal stitches 4-5 time. After you finish with making 

nose, push the needle to one of the mouth corners. You can pin those as well for 

easier to follow (trust me, you can loose row count easily and end up with one side of 

the mouth up and one down). I didn’t use pins on this tutorial, but most of the time I 

do.  

Once you have the yarn out at one of the mouth corners, pin the middle of the 

mouth, half round lower from the corners to create nice little smile, and before 

sewing the opposite mouth corner, place the yarn below this pin. It will help yarn stay 

in place once we take the needle on the top of the head and try to pull slightly 

before making knot and hiding ends inside the head. Many times this little line that 

represents lips won’t stay the way we wanted, specially after we take the pin out, but 

later, will show you how to fix it in place. 

For now we have finished sewing on the face and can continue with the rest of the 

body parts. 

Don’t forget to add some more stuffing to the head after you finish with sewing. 
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Prepare your needle, some extra stuffing to add in the neck are (while sewing body 

and head), and prepare “pusher”, something to help you with adding stuffing in the 

neck. I always work with closed scissors end (for very tiny pieces I use toothpick – 

but we didn’t have such tiny pieces here). 
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We will connect head and body. Thread the needle, position the head nicely to the 

body and start sewing around. Sew about 2/3 of this neck area. Add dome stuffing 

to both parts, head and body to fill this area nice and firm. Use your “pusher”, helper 

tool fill the neck nice and firm. After you finish adding stuffing and are satisfied 

with result, you can continue sewing. 

I didn’t make additional photos, but on this part I added stuffing two more times 

after these photos were taken. I started to sew but felt neck was still soft and 

moving, so I added more stuffing. You do that as well. Try to feel your work. If you 

stuffed the head I suggested you, it ended up very firm and hard. We want this 

same hardiness in the neck as well (so the head doesn’t wobble around). 
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Once the head and body are connected and sewed nicely, you can pin and sew arms. 

Arms we’ll add on sides of the body, right before where yarn was changed form 

dress to flesh color and where you added little collar (crocheted edging). 

 

 
 

Flatten the arms end. To sew the arms, you will use two stitches on the body and 2x2 

stitches on the arms (each time two stitches as you need to sew through two sides 
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of the arm), and corners (corners are stitches left on each side of the arm. When 

attaching the arm to the body, sew these corner stitches through front loops only, 

this way your work will end up clean and neat, as if your crocheted the arms with the 

body. I tried to take as many photos as possible (some ended up blur and couldn’t use 

them, but I think the rest of them, that you can find here will help you understand 

how this is done). Once finished with sewing, bring the yarn out at the back of the 

doll’s body. Sew the next arm and bring the access yarn to the same place where you 

ended your previous arm (look at the photo). Make a knot using both ends and then 

tuck the knot and access yarn inside the doll’s body. This way you will secure ends 

and make whole piece looking nice. 
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Earlier, when working on sewing face, nose and lips, I mentioned to help you with 

trick what to do if the mouth won’t stay on place. Here is what I do when yarn 

doesn’t cooperate the way I like. 

Take your textile glue (I like to work with textile glue because it stays on and holds 

even when doll or toys is washed later). This milky one is not my favorite. When 

working applied on darker color yarns it is noticeable. If you wish to buy one, look for 

clear textile glue.  

The best I like to work with is Gütermann creative. This one on the photo is Milward  

Textile glue (milky-it holds great but is white in color and not so good for dark 

colored yarns).  
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Our doll is almost done. We can continue with making hair. For this tutorial I 

prepared step by step tutorial on how to easy make fairy dolls hair. Trust me, it is 

very easy! 

 

How to make Hair is Part 2. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


